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Hoar Construction

CREATES HIGHLY-ACCURATE CONCEPTUAL ESTIMATES IN A
FRACTION OF THE TIME WITH TRIMBLE WINEST AND MODELOGIX

Leading national construction company
leverages Trimble estimating solutions to
develop a more standardized and efficient
cost estimating process based on costhistories and comparable project ‘budgets
vs. actuals’

TRANSFORMING THE WAY THE WORLD WORKS

Solution
Trimble WinEst
Trimble Modelogix
Rethink the way construction
estimating gets done.
Find out more at
gc.trimble.com

overview
Hoar Construction leaders wanted to establish a
more standardized and efficient cost estimating
process to better support customers and to
help deliver smarter and more cost-effective
construction solutions.

Birmingham, AL

CHALLENGE
Established in 1940, Hoar Construction is a national contractor
driven by the relentless pursuit of improvement. The company
provides construction management, general contracting, program
management, preconstruction and design-build services to
customers across the country always looking for better, more
efficient ways to build. Well known for its ability to successfully
execute even the most challenging projects, Hoar finds solutions
through its exceptional planning and attention to detail. The drive
to never settle has made Hoar an industry leader whose creative
problem solving has earned a reputation for safety, quality and
efficiency. It has also earned the company a ranking among the
top construction management and retail construction firms in the
United States.
Company leaders wanted to establish a more standardized
and efficient cost estimating process to better support
customers and to help deliver smarter and more cost-effective
construction solutions.

SOLUTION
Hoar is a true leader in the construction industry and is well known
for taking on challenging projects and working with customers to
develop innovative construction solutions. The company works in
several market sectors, including retail and mixed use, healthcare,
office and commercial, entertainment facilities, government,
education, residential, hospitality and industrial. Hoar has worked
on prestigious projects across the country including work on
Alabama’s Benjamin Russell Hospital for Children. James Goree,
Virtual Design and Construction (VDC) manager, knows the
importance of having a well-coordinated and streamlined cost
estimation process. He’s been with the company for 11 years,
starting as an estimator for Hoar Program Management.
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“A few years ago, everyone viewed the estimating
process as a necessary evil or a one-time thing,”
said Goree. “People would put a lot of time
into creating the estimate, but once that initial
effort was complete, very little information was
transferred into the operations phase. Information
that was transferred was labor intensive. The worst
part from a preconstruction perspective is that our
time invested in creating estimates was hardly ever
referenced by other project teams due to lack of
consistency. Without consist tools and companywide standards it was hard to improve processes.”

Cohesive cost estimating
Looking to develop a more cohesive cost estimation process, Hoar
adopted Trimble WinEst and Modelogix. WinEst is a database
driven enterprise estimating solution that gives estimators the
ability to create, manage and update cost estimates in a much
more efficient and integrated way.
Today, Hoar has about 40 users of Trimble WinEst, and they are
starting to use the system more fully in daily operations. Goree
explains that he particularly likes the database-driven system and
that the software can integrate easily with many other leading
industry applications, including Hoar’s accounting software, and
HR’s Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems. The company
is in the process of automating unit price updates to WinEst based
on feedback from their trade partner payment system, which
Goree believes will provide greater credibility to unit prices and
create estimates that more closely resemble operations schedules
of values.

Building accurate conceptual budgets
− from two days to two hours
The team is also using Trimble Modelogix conceptual estimating
and cost modeling software to mine data from past project
estimates and refer to actual as-built costs when developing new
estimates using the benchmark feature that is part of the WinEst
integration. They are able to normalize prices for time and location
of the current opportunity to create accurate early phase cost
models. Goree believes these capabilities help to reduce risk for
Hoar and the client, while removing a lot of guesswork.
“Often there are limited resources to develop a new estimate in a
week or two without prior notice,” said Goree. “The owner wants
something done yesterday. That’s just not possible when you don’t
have one system to reference for initial budgets. Modelogix gives
us the ability to quickly get an idea of costs, including ranges based
on previous projects. And, our business developer can do a large
part of the conceptual estimate by partnering with preconstruction
in a one- or two-hour session. Instead of the old go-to routine
of preconstruction spending two or three days creating a
conceptual budget, today with Modelogix they can do that in two
to three hours.”

Reporting helps clients see cost savings
Goree explains that Modelogix has been especially helpful in
creating cost models for projects in the higher-education sector,
including housing development projects such as dormitories or
Greek housing. Early on, teams use Modelogix to create target
cost-models based on projects of similar scope, scale, type and
owner preferences. Using Modelogix the team can focus on
critical cost areas. For example, they can sort historical projects
based on suite and bath configuration such as communal

baths, private baths, or shared suite baths. Hoar estimators can
compare cost models side-by-side to get more insight into how
selecting different bathroom configurations may impact costs.
The team then uses projected escalation factors to help ensure job
profitability, especially for multi-year construction projects.
“The ability to quickly drill-down to the drivers of system costs
is really a game changer in terms of potential cost impacts,” said
Goree. “With Modelogix we can zero in on the range of cost based
on a metric we specify and that gives us a lot of credibility with
owners. When owners are trying to make a business decision, we
want our cost model to be as accurate as possible. It shows that
we’ve done this before, and we know what we’re talking about. Our
clients like seeing this information from us because it shows that
we’re looking out for their bottom-line as well.”

Analysis and reporting with
WinEst and Microsoft BI
Looking ahead, Hoar is planning to use WinEst Enterprise Data
Manager and Microsoft SQL more fully. Enterprise Data Manager
is a file-based system that allows users to store a project tree
of active estimate versions, as well as the company’s standard
estimating templates for various project types. From here, users
will have a single location to store their estimating products.
This will also open the door to offering more customizable, visual
reports for users and clients, and sharing standard internal
estimate reports via a web browser.

Making an institutional change
Goree believes that WinEst and Modelogix together have given
Hoar a new reference point for all cost planning activities,
which has improved efficiency and accuracy in Hoar’s cost
estimating process.

“Trimble estimating solutions are intuitive,
insightful and extremely customizable. If a business
commits to using them, there’s institutional
knowledge to be gained and that can be leveraged
to help owners make better decisions and to find
new ways to solve challenges on projects.”

RESULTS
►►

Conceptual budgets in hours, not days - Modelogix helps the team develop
conceptual budgets and range of costs based on project histories in 2 or 3 hours,
instead of 2 or 3 days

►►

Cost histories give owners more options – Teams can compare by unit cost, project
type and particular system or material, strengthening relationships and giving owners
more options and confidence

►►

Greater reporting options - Project teams can build customized reports during
the cost-planning process to improve communication and demonstrate confidence
during presentations and client reviews
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“The ability to quickly
drill-down to the drivers
of system costs is really a
game changer in terms of
potential cost impacts”
— JAMES GOREE
Virtual Design and Construction
(VDC) manager
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